
100%cotton fabric color combination safety uniform  work cargo
pants  bib pants multi-pockets pants
 

Specifications:



Details of Power Bibpants Zipper PVC zipper,Nylon Zipper,Brass Zipper

Size From S to 3XL European Size

Color Customized,Grey and Orange.Other color is also aviable.

Gender Men

Pockets One chest pockets,two tool pockets,two side pockets,one leg

pocket and two pockets on hip

Fabric Choose 100%cotton 80%polyester 20%cotton/65%polyester

35%cotton

Fabric Weight 190-260g/㎡

Market Europe market,America Market,Africa,Middle East  Market

Color combination Red or Orange fabric on side pockets and leg pocket

Applications:
 

Industry Places Oil, Gas station,Mining,Offshore,Road,Factory,Electric,Sanitation

Worker,Logistics,Gardening

Logistics cleanerdriver,porter,courier,staff of transportation,supermarket

Construction Construction worker,builder,

Description
 
Workmanship Stitching Single stitching,double stitching and triple stitching

Packaging Nomal Polybag 1 piece/nomal polybag

Carton 20pcs/carton
 

Supply

 

The supply we provide is OEM.

Sample We can provide you with samples.It will take about 10 working days as usual.

* 1side pockets,2 patch pockets and one leg pocket
* 2 tool pockets on the chest,one of them with velcro
* 
Packaging & Shipping
*. by sea or air shipping --- we can guarant the delivery !
*. by express shipping for samples DHL ,FEDEX ,TNT ,UPS ,EMS,Special Line
*.samples will be delivery within 7-10days after prepaid
A shipping notice will be sent to you via e-mail after your order has been shipped

 

 
Trade terms FOB, CNF ,CIF
Payment method T/T,L/C,D/A



Delivery time 45-55days after receiving your payment in advance
Usage oil and gas station,workshop,road ,factory
Our service for the orders:

First:we wil discuss the detail information about the goods like the fabric material
,the weight of fabric,the color ,the size ,the color ,the technics process, the
samples the delivery time and the payment before we place order with each other
.
Then:we will sent you the samples within 10working days after receiving your
payment.
Next:we put the good in producing ,we will give you the pace of the product by
email in time when we place the order.
Last:we will make sure the delivery time and shipping the goods in time ,of cause
sent you the delivery information in time.
 

Competitive Advantages:
 
1. We have professional experience about 11 years,our maket are located in East middle
maket,south America, European and so on.
2. We have design department,our designs continuously develop new products based on the
demand of the market.
3. The professional technicians allow us to provide the accurate samples according to the
clients’ requirements in time.
4. Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.
5.We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packing materials.
6. The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.
7.Our annual production capacity is 100,000----120,000pcs per month.
 
 


